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In Wales, a dragon dominates Pendragon Bryn, as the villagers await their rescue.



King Arthur & The Dragon BY ANNABEL THORNE Copyright © 2019 by

Annabel ThorneAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed,

or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other

electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except

in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other non-commercial

uses permitted by copyright law. “Come not between the dragon, and his wrath.”

William Shakespeare, ‘King Lear’ “Myth is much more important and true than history. History

is just journalism and you know how reliable that is.” Joseph CampbellPrologue T he legend

tells the story of the dragon shaped comet which had been spotted by Uther Pendragon while

he was still in his youth and which seemed to cast a spell on him; his closest friends told him

he became obsessed with dragons. Others felt he had become bewitched by dragons, putting

them as a symbol on his followers’ shields. Uther’s face lit up when he saw dragons, and they

warmed to him, licking his face when they came close to him rather than breathing their fire.‘My

lovelies, you are magical,’ he would say and he tried to train the dragons to perform tricks and

some said that Merlin had a hand in training them too, as the dragons liked magic and would

only be tame around those who knew its power.Around Uther, the dragons were gentle and

mild, and he treated them with great respect, which they lapped up. Their cavernous mouths

seemed much smaller when they were closed and their fangs were not visible then either, their

faces looking as though they were smiling when with Uther. Their scales were shimmery and

brilliant, glistening with rainbow colours in the bright sunlight. Dragons warmed his heart.

Dragons seemed to be natural warriors and Pendragon cultivated a team of dragons to fight

evil, policing Arthurstone and the battle for justice did not end there, as he placed dragons all

around Wales.The castles of Wales all had at least three dragons at their disposal and they

were able to defend Wales and try to evict those who had invaded. Dragons liked to be near to

the remains of dinosaurs, even though they lived at totally different times and therefore any

place with fossils attracted dragons. They felt a sacred bond with those who had gone before

them, to guard their graves and defend their burial sites.The Romans fled Wales due to their

fear of the dragons as they would melt their tunics and they called the dragons villains. The

Romans had tried to turn the dragons into slaves and they had wanted to capture them and

take them to Rome with them. Times changed after the Romans left and there was a dreadful

plague which killed most of the dragons, the plague coming from a ship that had travelled from

far away which contained mice that were infected. Only one dragon seemed to be alive still,

and he was in Arthurstone.Uther Pendragon’s grave on the top of the Pendragon Bryn had

scarcely been visited, guarded jealously by the existing dragon.It was believed that this dragon

had been a loyal follower of Pendragon and he never seemed to leave the top of the Bryn.

‘Don’t go near to the Bryn,’ the local children were instructed from an early age. However, the

ferns and bracken on the Bryn seemed to make it ideal for hiking, and more daring villagers

tried their luck in walking towards the Pendragon Falls, a large waterfall that was towards the

east of the Bryn.Pendragon’s grave on the top of Pendragon Bryn was not known of to many

humans, yet all dragons knew about it and the villagers knew too. None of the villagers had

seen it. Uther was considered to be ‘Chief Dragon’ by the dragons that still roam the land. The

dragon at the top of the large mountain is part of the drac�Ð thunder of dragons that plunder and

cast fear over communities, living in confusion since their leader was poisoned. The villagers

called the dragon that guarded Pendragon’s grave Daefarius, meaning cruel tyrant.Those close

to Pendragon had invented a rumour that Merlin was buried in Brittany at Brocéliande in the



deepest darkest forest to confuse enemies. However, Merlin lived in a large chateau which

contained magical rooms and stocks of his potions, supplied by the forest of Brocéliande. Few

knew that he had trained Ralia, the herbalist of Arthurstone and only she knew the life

restoring powers of the herbs that she had planted in the gardens of Arthurstone, randomly

dotted around yet originally cultured and grown by him.They knew that there would be those

who were devoted to Pendragon who would flock in their thousands to see Merlin to hear of his

version of events and they wanted to protect Merlin, who was still alive. Rumours and gossip

surrounded the death of Pendragon and some said Merlin had helped Pendragon to become

Arthur’s father by using magic and that they had a secret which they shared with nobody

else.Not even Gwendolen knew, according to the legend. Merlin’s wife Gwendolen, was

rumoured to have insisted on a house with seventy windows as compensation for her loss of

her pet, which many wrestlers were asked to build within the woodland before he died.

Gwendolen was rumoured to have left her pet Gryphon at Arthurstone because Merlin had

clashed with it, hating the amount of attention that Gwendolen had given to it. Rumours

seemed to persist, however many times the villagers told themselves that they were just

rumours.Legends are not always true, and neither are rumours.
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seemed to persist, however many times the villagers told themselves that they were just

rumours.Legends are not always true, and neither are rumours.Chapter 1T he festival of

brightness had been taking place all day in Arthurstone in Wales, villagers bringing their

torches to the main forum where they displayed them while singing traditional songs. Not only

were the villagers watching plays that day put on by the local school, but they also danced as it

became darker, the torches being held up high at the finale.The winners were presented with

prizes of food packages and of the locally brewed tonic called viritus, which they took home

with them. The torches were left to burn, their brightness glowing over the village as the night

took hold.‘What a day it was today,’ said Hespera, carrying her prize of a pheasant pudding

home with her which was in a terracotta pot. ‘It was glorious,’ said Propero, her father. ‘One of

the best for a while, I would say. I like this time of year, when we have our longest day,’ he said.

‘I think that the torches are magical in their own way and they offer hope when it is dark for us,’

he said.‘Apparently Sir Gryo managed to tackle the dragon with a torch and since that time,

there has been the festival of brightness to commemorate his bravery,’ said Hespera.‘Well we

don’t have to believe the tales that we hear,’ said Propero, his face going bright red, as though

with rage in hearing about Sir Gryo.‘Sir Gryo must be brave and he must be bold,’ said

Hespera. ‘ He saved everyone that day, so my teacher said. We have heard the story so many

times in school about Sir Gryo.He is a living legend. My teacher said that in earlier times, the



dragon had never tried to get down the hill as it seems to always want to guard the grave but

something must have changed that day when Sir Gryo took the torch up the Bryn to save the

villagers. I admire that man and we would not be living the way we do if the dragon had made

its way down. He would have breathed fire over all of the timber buildings and our village would

have been burnt to the ground. It is no wonder that Sir Gryo is our ruler.’Propero and Hespera

reached the door of their stone hut, where Hespera’s aunt welcomed them with delight.‘Oh,

you clever girl,’ she said when she saw the pie. ‘We will enjoy that for a couple of days with

potatoes and some carrots too.’ Hespera and her family were used to eating meagre supplies

since her mother Aurenia had died from eating poison toadstools, believing them to be

mushrooms.If only we had not had to forage in the woods for food because my work dried up

as an accountant in view of the treasure being controlled by Gryo the Grypho, thought Propero

to himself. His face looked enflamed as he sat in front of Bora’s fire; he reflected that he still

resented having to rely on the kindness of his sister for their house and home yet he had a

special bond with Bora and her kindness had been exceptional.‘Now run along to bed,

Hespera,’ said her aunt. I will be up in a minute. She realised the pain on Propero’s face to hear

Hespera talking about Sir Gryo in such an animated way and yet he had never told Hespera

about why her mother came to be foraging for mushrooms in the forest as it would have upset

her.Bora handed Propero a tankard of ale, as she sung the evening song ‘All Will be Calm at

Eventide’, as she tucked Hespera up in bed in her room. Bora pointed out of the window,

thinking of her late sister and remembering her love of stars.‘Now, let’s look at the night sky. It

looks so beautiful this evening. Its glow seems to radiate over us all, bringing us joy and hope

during these dark times,’ she said as Hespera closed her eyes, the delights of the evening

filling them both with warmth as the sky shone brilliantly; the stars seemed to look unusual to

Bora as she sipped the vranitha tea next to her, which Ralia had made up for her to help her

with her back pain.Bora thought about Mercurus, who had been enthralling with his fast talking

that evening and she felt the excitement of his grasp of astronomy, feeling it to be contagious.

In fact, Mercurus knew all about stars and his talk was a much awaited annual attraction,

thought Bora, as she went downstairs and sat in front of the embers of the fire.As Hespera had

been arriving at her aunt’s home, Mercurus had walked slowly back to the village, thinking a

great deal about a mathematical calculation, which he was trying to work out and he started to

mention numbers out loud. Several villagers passed him and gave him an odd look. ‘There he

goes again,’ said one, ‘he seems to be lost in his own world.’ It was early evening, and the

moon appeared to be a full one, and yet it seemed to be low in the sky.After his talk to the

villagers about astronomy he looked up into the sky, noticing a strange phenomenon in the

distance. I must take notes on this for Merlin, he said to himself. Then he remembered the

obstacle of the fierce dragon. He hovers around the top of Pendragon Bryn in a daunting way,

always guarding Pendragon’s grave and taunting us, he thought to himself. There was a large

horse chestnut tree at the bottom of the Bryn and he would usually look at the stars from the

top of the tree, yet the view was poor compared to the top of the Bryn.Mercurus, a friend of

Merlin who knew of his true location, had travelled all the way to to study stars with him.

Mercurus kept Merlin’s explanation of the stars secret, because Merlin had asked him as a

favour that he did not want to share with others.
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